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About This Content

This newly unearthed footage exposes further secrets from the dark past of the Baker family.

- Nightmare: Trapped in a basement full of unknown horrors, y 5d3b920ae0
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Three gameplays in one DLC, awesome! But most of them are short. 9.5/10. wow the game really blowed my mind Thought it
will be a disaster like 6 but this one is amazing. The bedroom is the only one worth playing in my opinion. The other things don't
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even feel like part of a Resident Evil.. Pointless mini game content, not very fun. Of course you're going to buy the DLC to get
everything resident evil 7 has to offer. Both are fun in a twisted way. With no saves, thinking of constant strategies to win. This
is the easiest of all of the current DLC's.. DOPEu2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665SWAG. This DLC polarises me. It's
basically a selection of 2 minigames, nightmare is fun and has *some* replay value but bedroom is just a one trick pony, you
can only really play it once and that's it, nothing really gets randomized or changed up. Not really worth the money.. Sooooo fun
Nightmare reminds me of Nazi Zombies and is fun to reply due to the fact you unlock more from getting points The Bedroom is
an awesome puzzle and so tense Ethan Must Die is a really fun game mode, so much replayability.
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